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Bees  hum  and  streams   descend   like   white   pearl
wreaths
Upon the lofty crown of heaven's lord.
Friends seeing the Alvar's despondency speak to their own minds
' car of the mind,' imagination) to hasten to cheer him.
51.	The mistress laments, unable to bear the sound of
he sea.
The sea, that could not nectar win again,
—Got by the lord of mystery, 'mid tossing waves
With hill for churning-rod, serpent for rope—x
Joins with sweet tulasi—clamours for its right2
In shells3 which seamen gave me for a price!
The Alvar is conscious of the attempts made by those who do nff
:are for God to divert him from his devotion, and to rob him of its
ruits. The ' sea' stands for irreligious men, the ' churning rod' for
aith, the * rope J for spiritual eagerness, the ' seamen ' for sages who
iave crossed the dangers of life and are now fixed on the truth, the
shells ' for the purity that comes in their disciples when they pay the
Drice of full obedience.
52.	The friend tries to console the mistress by suggesting
that this is not really the rainy season, whe?i lier lord is
expected  again, but that the appearance of it is due to
Bhudevi s tears*
When shyly, lotus-lipped with rain-cool eyes,
Call'd by dark ocean,4 by its white waves led,
Sri5 climbed the serpent couch, Bhudevi wept:
1	Vishnu in the churning of the ocean from which, among other
ajifts, nectar emerged, used the mountain, Mandaragiri, as churning-rod
and the serpent, Vasuld, as rope.
2	The sea and the tujasi seem alike to be her enemies. * Right* i.e.,
like a litigant with a claim for joint ownership.
3	Shells, which now form her treasured bracelet.
4	The sea of milk, grown dark because of the colour of Vishnu who
lies on it. Its waves are pictured as hands and fingers.
5	Sridevi (Lakshmi) and Bhudevi are Vishnu's consorts. Lakshmi
was born in the Sea of Milk (at the time of the churning of the ocean)
in which lies AdiSesha, the serpent on whom Vishma .^eolanes.  She is
therefore at home there, while Bhudevi is not.
for jealousy.

